The Importance of Competency
The importance of research competency is widely acknowledged in disciplines within and beyond the legal community, as supported by academic research findings and studies documenting essential skills for the twenty-first century workplace. This literature shows notable evidence of lagging skills in many research-intensive areas, including the field of law.

The Cost of Incompetence
Especially as law firms, government agencies, and other workplaces seek to reduce expenses and, in many cases, absorb the costs of research, the price tag for poorly executed research is unwelcome. Wasted professional time, disregard for client costs, and database usage charges are some of the direct costs associated with a poorly constructed research plan. Worse still is the expense to an organization and to clients and other individuals when incompetent legal research impacts legal representation negatively, resulting in unfavorable decisions and sanctions against attorneys.

The American Association of Law Libraries invites you to read the material available through its Legal Research Competency information center. You will find the Principles and Standards as well as articles and research on the topic of competency.

Visit: http://www.aallnet.org/main-menu/Advocacy/legallresearchcompetency
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Introduction

The critical importance of research competency is demonstrated within and beyond the legal community in academic research findings and studies of skills needed for the twenty-first century workplace, including the field of law. Further, the literature shows notable evidence of lagging skills in those areas.

The American Association of Law Libraries (AALL) has developed a set of principles and standards for legal research competency that draw from information professionals’ deep involvement in legal research in academe, law firms, the courts and government agencies, and other settings, and from the literature of the legal profession which makes the case that research competency improves efficiency and effectiveness.

The challenge to each entity within the legal profession – including law schools, CLE providers, bar examiners, paralegal and law office manager associations, law firms, and others – is to embrace legal research competency as a necessary skill and to incorporate these standards and competencies into its own performance measures.

Who benefits?

Law Schools

Law schools are required by the American Bar Association to ensure that each student receives substantial instruction in legal research. New Standards state that a law school must establish learning outcomes that shall, at a minimum, include competency in legal analysis and reasoning, legal research, problemsolving, and written and oral communication in the legal context. The Principles provide a framework for establishing learning outcomes.

Law Firms

The current legal practice environment is challenged by increased client demands for efficiency, enhanced digital platforms for legal information, and fundamental changes to regulatory structures. The economics of law practice can cause an ongoing tension between training time and the need to drive revenue. New law school graduates are expected to be practice-ready, even when they have not had specific curricula in all subject areas of the law. The Principles offer a structure for focused training that can dramatically increase the effectiveness of newer lawyers.

Courts

Law clerks may be exposed to an area of the law which is new and unfamiliar. The Principles can guide researchers by providing a framework for selection of sources and performing research. The Principles can also be used as part of an orientation program for new law clerks or other researchers within the court.

Bar examiners

AALL’s Principles, Standards and Competencies provide a framework for the assessment of research competency that can be applied at any point during a legal professional’s career and in any specific field within the legal profession.